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A - Introduction  
 
The Canada-France-Hawaii Telescope Legacy Survey (CFHTLS) is the most prominent and complex program for the 
QSO mode with MegaPrime. Each semester, 50 – 60% of the total time allocated for queue observations is requested 
by the CFHTLS.  The LS is in fact composed of several surveys, all with their own constraints and scientific goals. 
The strategy within each component (e.g. Deep, Wide, and Very Wide) but also between them is fundamental for the 
global success of the LS. It is expected that the Steering Group (SG) will make decisions during and between 
semesters regarding priorities, fields, filter selection, etc., according to progress made within each component.  To 
achieve this, it is very important to provide an easy way for the SG to follow the progress made for each component of 
the survey and the LS as a whole.   
 
This document presents a design of a Web page that should be made available for users to follow the progress of the 
CFHTLS.  Most of it can be already extracted from what is available in the “Night Reports” and “Current Statistics” 
pages but it would be much more convenient to get all of the information related to the statistics of the survey in one 
single place.  
 
B - General Specifications 
 

1. The “CFHTLS Statistics” page should be available for everybody from the QSO Web page (section “Current 
Statistics”). 

2. The page should be available on a semester basis. That is, statistics for a given semester should remain 
available (Note: Might necessitate some Db work? If this dynamics is too complex to implement right now, we 
can maybe find a way to save the last version of the page when the semester is over and create a link to it from 
“Current Statistics”).   

3. The page for the current semester should be automatically updated on a daily basis (18:00) as with the 
“Current Statistics” page. 

 
C - Design 
 
The global design of the CFHTLS page is illustrated in the following figures. Note that explanatory text is not included 
in this design. Also, the exact format (e.g. table, plots, charts) for presenting the information is not very important (the 
easier to read, the better of course!) but the content is. 
 
The page is divided into two main sections: 
 

? ? Top Section: The global statistics of the CFHTLS with respect to the entire QSO pool of programs for the 
current semester.  That includes: 

o Total I-time allocated for the L Agency 
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o Total I-time calculated (current time requested from PH2) for the L Agency 
o Completeness in PH2 ([(I-time calculated (L)/I-time allocated (L)]) 
o Fraction of time allocated for L Agency ([I-time allocated (L)]/[I-time Allocated (QSO)]): Graph as in 

“Current Statistics” page. 
o Total Hours validated for L Agency 
o Current Fraction validated for L Agency: Graph as in “Current Statistics” page. 
o Fraction completed of L Agency ([I-time validated (L)]/[I-time allocated (L)]) 

 
 

 
Figure 1.  Top section of the CFHTLS Statistics Web Page 

 
 

? ? Bottom Section: Statistics for the individual components of the LS are displayed in this section. 
o Program information: runID, Title, Grade, Rank 
o Total I-time allocated 
o Total I-time calculated (PH2) 
o Completeness in PH2 (I-time calculated/I-time allocated) 
o Time left in PH2 (hours) 
o Current Total I-time validated 
o Fraction of time allocated ([(I-time allocated (runID)/I-time allocated (L)]) 
o Fraction of program completed ([(I-time validated (runID)/I-time allocated (runID)]) 
o Fraction of program validated ([I-time validated (runID)/I-time validated (L)] 
o Link to Night Report Program status? 
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Figure 2.  Bottom section of the CFHTLS statistics page detailing individual programs in the survey. 

 
 
 
D - Implementation Schedule 
 
Observations for the CFHTLS for the 2003B semester are likely to start at the beginning of the second run, on August 
19, 2003.  Ideally, the CFHTLS statistics page should be ready by that date and, at the latest, by the end of that QSO 
run (Sept. 03). 


